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Italy: This week at the market the Indica paddy was sold at € 270/MT, the long A between €300-

320/MT. Officially the price of long A is € 330/MT but since there is no need at the moment, rice 

mills still have in stock and there is no demand from customers, so some rice mills offered farmers 

between 300-320/MT saying they are doing them a favour to buy paddy they do not need. The 

milled price can easily depend on the price at which the rice mill paid paddy. The round paddy is 

sold and bought between rice mills.  

 

Regarding the new crop, it will be slightly late, but it will not be as dramatic as initially thought a 

month ago. Part of the delay was made up by favourable weather conditions. 

In principle, farmers should not be able to cut the very first rice before September 15th so it should 

be possible to see the first batches from September 20th. Round rice, which is not one of the first 

rice, should not be available until early October. Regarding quality, there are many "dirty" fields in 

the sense that are fields with a lot of marsh and grass because there are less herbicides and 

pesticides allowed in agriculture. Farmers would therefore have many less beautiful fields “clean” 

and more "dirty” fields as they say. Farmers can, however, once harvested paddy and brought home, 

clean it properly and get rid of these impurities. But seen from this angle, for now, the harvest does 

not look like a harvest of excellent quality. However it will be necessary to see what this will give 

once the first lots have been harvested to have a more precise idea of how the quality of this harvest 

will really be. 
 

1. Paddy’s situation      

Products Prices in € - VAT 4% included Tendency Yield 

  min.      per MT     max.    Prix p. 100 kg. 

Carnaroli / Karnak/Carnise €380) 400   55-56 

Vialone Nano  450   55-56 

Arborio, Volano  430   55-56 

Loto     320 330  58-60 

Augusto   320 330  58-60 

Nemesis 320 330  60-61 

Luna  300 320  60-61 

Dardo, Ronaldo  300 320  60-61 

Crono  300 320  60-61 

Gloria 450   56-58 

St.Andrea   450   56-58 

Roma   (Barrone) no more available 450   58-59 

Baldo  (Cammeo)  no more available 450   58-59 

Selenio  with 2-3% of stained grains 520   58-60 

Balilla  450   58-60 
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2. ORGANIC White rice 5% - en BB on one way pallets   

Produits Prices in € Tendency Period of 

  Per MT Prices delivery 

Indica white      

Round White      

Indica Parboiled      

 

3. White Rice 2° max. 5% brokens 

indicatives prices in waiting to define 

quality 

 

(Day’s   quotations) 

 

 

  

Products Prices in € Tendency Period of  

  Per MT Prices delivery 

Rond max.1.5% défauts Selenio 870    

Rond max.1.5% défauts generico 650    

Carnaroli (Karnak /Carnise €680) 730    

Baldo/  (Cammeo ) 780 790   

Loto / Loto types 620 650   

Ribe / Long A 550    

Roma (Barrone) 750    

Arborio, Volano 750    

Sant'Andrea    750    

INDICA  470 480   

INDICA 15% brokens 460 470   

 

4. Rice  parboiled   max. 5%  brokens     

Products Prices in € Tendency Period of 

  Per MT Prices delivery 

Type Ariete/  Ribe 730 740   

Other long A (Nemesis, Dardo) 680 690   

INDICA   550    

 

5. White rice brokens          

Products Prix en € Tendance Période de 

  en to/m Prix Livraison 

Breweries Brokens  nominal 290 300   

Mezzagrana Japonica   nominal 340 350   

Corpetto/Corpettone   nominal 350 360   

Rejects Parboiled  nominal 270 280   

Broken white Indica nominal     

Broken Indica Parboiled sortexed     

Brok.Indica Parboiled no-sortexed     

 

Those are INDICATIVE prices per metric ton – in bulk – ex work. 

To get firm prices, please send us a detailed request. 
 

Best regards  OWG – Tapex Sàrl 

 Sabrina Ruchet 

Centauro   nominal 450   60-61 

Sole  nominal 420   55-56 

Indica    270   60 


